
 
Tournament and Travelling Rules 
 
1. When you get to your hotel text me your room #.  This way I will know you made it safely.  The 

room # will also let me know where you are staying in case, I decide to roam the halls at bedtime.  
If you are not staying at a hotel still text me that you made it safely to your destination. 
 

2. Be respectful of the hotel, its guests and employees that work there.  If you hang out in the 
commons area please pick up after yourself, throw your trash away, towels in the bin, etc.  The 
same goes for the tournament site, their director and the other teams/coaches at the tournament.  
I do not want to the be the team that is asked not to return because we were disrespectful! 
 

3. You MAY swim but absolutely NO hot tub the day before the tournament.  Not even your toes.  
Your muscles will be jello the day after and we need those muscles…even your toes! 
 

4. Bedtime is 10PM…this means you get to your room and wind down and go to sleep at a descent 
hour…your parents can control the time after you are in your room. 
 

5. Do NOT under any circumstances leave any valuables at your campsite.  Leave those things with 
your parents and do not leave them laying out!  I have had a girl’s boots stolen in Maple Grove so 
you never know what might be valuable to another person who chose not to be respectful. 
 

6. Proper demeanor is expected of all members of the Club (athletes, parents and supporters) at all 
tournaments.  This includes treating members of the officiating crew and opposing team with 
respect! 
 

7. **At tournaments…I will be creating a tournament referee schedule with assigned roles for each 
player for each match. Everyone will be taking turns with each position, so make sure you know 
the duties of each.  If you need to switch positions for a few acceptable reasons please do that 
with those that are working with you on your turn.  Do not ask a person who is “off”.  The 
schedule has placed each player to equally work each position as well as be “off”. 
 

8. **At tournaments…if our team is all finished and we have a game to ref…then the entire team 
MUST stay until the end.  Just because you are not part of the officiating team doesn’t mean you 
can leave early.  WE STAY AS A TEAM! 
 

9. **At tournaments STAY TOGETHER AS A TEAM.  Between matches it is a good way to 
reconnect with each other and talk through how to improve the game.  It is NOT a time to finger 
point or blame yourself or others. Talk and work together on how to improve AS A TEAM!   
**Put the cell phones away and have fun “hanging out together”!!! 
 

10. **At tournaments…In regards to your campsite…keep it clean and out of the way of people 
walking by.  Take home everything you came with and pick up after yourself.  I do not want you 
leaving trash laying around for the hosting team (or me) to pick up.  If I pick it up…there are 
consequences! 

 


